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1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be an m n matrix. One wants to solve the problem Ax y for
Ž .x given y , as well as one can. When m n and A is invertible, the
unique solution is x A1 y. When this is not the case, one seeks an
approximate solution of the form x By where B is an nm matrix.
Such a matrix B is called a generalized inerse of A. Clearly, such an
approximate solution depends linearly on y.
Generalized inverses can be constructed in several ways; often they are
chosen to optimize certain constraints. The desire to minimize
22 Ax y  AB I y ,Ž .
1 This work was done at the Mathematical Geophysics Summer School at Stanford
University in August 1999. The excellent introductory lectures of Jim Berryman, George
 Papanicolaou, and Bill Symes explained generalized inverses and their uses 3, 4, 7 . Papanico-
laou raised the issue of ‘‘goodness criteria’’ for competing notions of generalized inverses
after one of Berryman’s lectures. The resulting discussion sparked this work. We sincerely
thank George Papanicolaou for the inspiration.
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 where  denotes the Euclidean norm, leads to the MoorePenrose
˜ ˜ 2Ž . generalized inverse A. That is, for y given and B A, AB I y is
minimized when B is chosen to be the MoorePenrose generalized inverse
˜ ˜Ž .A. We will construct A in Section 2.
One can rephrase the question and ask that B be chosen to minimize
AB I in some operator norm. Although this question makes sense in a
very general context, we shall for simplicity restrict our results to a finite
dimensional Hilbert space context.
The most commonly encountered operator norms are the Schattenvon
   Neumann norms,  , 1 p . These include the usual operatorp
norm
       C  sup Cx  C 
 x 1
Žand the Euclidean or HilbertSchmidt norm, which can be described in
.two ways by
m n n
2 2 2       C  c  Ce ,Ý Ý Ý2 i j k
i1 j1 k1
Ž .  4where C c , for 1 j n, 1 im, and e , . . . , e is any orthonor-i j 1 n
n Ž n m .mal basis for  . Here C :  .
Our main result is that for all these norms, the MoorePenrose general-
˜ized inverse A is ‘‘best.’’ More precisely, for any p, 1 p , and for any
nm matrix B,
˜       AA I  AB I ,p p
˜so that B A minimizes AB I in all of these operator norms. While
the MoorePenrose generalized inverse is best in the usual least squares
Žsense, other generalized inverses such as the one due to Backus and
.Gilbert are often preferred for specific applications.
We will prove the minimization result in Section 3, after setting up
notation and explaining the polar and singular value decompositions in
Section 2. We shall extend this result to the case of general unitarily
invariant norms, as well. Section 4 is devoted to some remarks.
2. BACKGROUND; POLAR DECOMPOSITION
This material is standard. Let A be an m n matrix. Then for all
x n,
  2 ² : ²  :    2  2Ax  Ax , Ax  A Ax , x  A x , 2.1Ž .
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T² : ² :  where  ,  is the Euclidean inner product z, w  w z and A
Ž  .12A A is the absolute value of A. The nonnegative self adjoint operator
 A has an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors e , . . . , e with corresponding1 n
  neigenvalues  	  	  	  	 0. Thus A Ý  e 
 e . Let N1 2 n j1 j j j
Ž .   n be the number of positive eigenvalues of A ; thus  	  	  1 N
Ž .    0, and N dim Range A is the rank of A. The numbersN1
 Ž .4n   A are called the singular values of A. The Schattenvonj j j1
Neumann norms are given by
1pn
p   A     for 1 p , 4 p Ýp j jl ž /
j1
and
       A  lim A   ; p 1
p
also  is the usual operator norm of A.1
Ž .   Ž .Note that, by 2.1 , the mapping from A x to Ax is linear and
Ž  . Ž .isometric, as a function from Range A to Range A . Call this map U and
Ž  . Ž  .extend U to be linear and zero on Range A Ker A . Then A
 U A , where U is a uniquely determined partial isometry. This is the polar
decomposition of A. It reduces to the polar form of complex numbers
i  z e z when nm 1; when z 0 the angle  is uniquely deter-
Ž .mined mod 2 , but not so when z 0. Similarly, U could be defined in
Ž  .different ways on Ker A . Thus we choose a uniquely determined partial
isometry for U, rather than a nonuniquely determined unitary operator for
 the decomposition AU A .
By the spectral theorem for nonnegative self adjoint operators, we can
  write A VDV where V is unitary and D is diagonal with diagonal
  Ž .elements  , . . . ,  , the eigenvalues of A  the singular values of A .1 n
We can replace the unitary V by a suitable partial isometry if zero is an
eigenvalue and we want V to be unique. Combining we have
   AU A UV DV W DV ,
Ž .where if U was chosen to be unitary , W and V are unitary, and D is
Ž .diagonal. This is the singular alue decomposition SVD of A. We are
going to prove our minimization theorem using the polar decomposition
  Ž .AU A ; it could equally well be proved with no more difficulty using
the singular value decomposition AW DV.
Ž  . Ž .  As a map from Range A to Range A we clearly have AU A with
U unitary in this representation. Then A is invertible with inverse A1 
 1  Ž . Ž  . A U mapping Range A onto Range A . This partial isometry U is
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m n Ž  .defined on  to  with range RRange A . The MoorePenrose
˜inverse A of A is
1 ˜   A A U ,Ž .R
Ž . 1which is a natural linear extension of our earlier version of A , being
  ˜Ž . Ž . Ž  .zero on Range A Ker A cf. 9, 11, 12 . Note that A is a real
matrix if A is a real matrix.
3. THE MINIMIZATION PROBLEM
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be an m n matrix and let M be the set of allnm
nm complex matrices. Then for 1 p ,
˜       min AB I  AA I .p p
BMnm
 4Proof. We begin with easy HilbertSchmidt case, p 2. Let e , . . . , e1 m
be any orthonormal basis for m. Then
m
22   AB I  AB I eŽ .Ý2 j
j1
m 2 2˜ ˜   	 AA I e  AA I .Ž .Ý 2j
j1
˜The inequality holds for each j since AAe is the orthogonal projection ofj
e onto the range of A.j
   Alternatively, the inner product corresponding to  is2
m
² : ² :B , C  tr C B  Be , CeŽ . Ý2 j j
j1
Ž .  4 mtr trace for every orthonormal basis e , . . . , e of  . Consider the1 m
function F on M defined by2 nm
    2 ² :F B  AB I  AB I , AB IŽ . 2 22
    2     2 ² : AB  I  2 Re AB, I2 2 2
 tr BAAB m 2 Re tr AB .Ž . Ž .
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This convex function of B has derivative determined by
    ² :F BH  F B  F B , H  o H ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .22 2 2 2
F BH  tr BH AA BH m 2 Re tr AB AHŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2
 F B  tr HAAB BAAH  2 Re tr AHŽ . Ž . Ž .2
    o HŽ .2
²  : ²  : ² : F B  A AB, H  H , A AB  2 Re H , AŽ . 2 2 22
    o HŽ . 2
whence
F B  2 Re AAB A .Ž . Ž .2
 Ž .At a minimum BM, F M  0 whence2
Re AAM A  0. 3.1Ž . Ž .
Now we show that
Re ei AAM A  0 for all  , 3.2Ž . Ž .Ž .
whence
AAM A 0. 3.3Ž .
Ž .    To prove 3.3 we notice that minimizing AB I over all B is2
ˆˆ ˆ ˆ i   equivalent to minimizing AB I over all B where A e A and2
ˆ i        B e B. Now AB I 	 AM I since M is a minimizer for F ,2 2 2
and so
iˆ       AC I  A e C  I 	 AM IŽ .2 22
iˆ ˆ ˆ    A e M  I  AM I ,Ž . 22
ˆ iwhere M e M. The EulerLagrange equation for the problem of mini-
    Ž .mizing AB I leads to 3.1 . The corresponding EulerLagrange2
ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ    Ž . Ž .equation for minimizing AB I leads to 3.2 since Re A AM A2
i   ˆ ˆˆŽ Ž .    Re e A AM A . Since M is a minimizer for AB I , we have2
Ž .3.3 , since  is arbitrary.
Thus
  2    A Mx A x A U x
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˜ Ž .for all x, and so Mx must be of the form Ax plus a vector in Ker A . This
˜shows that M A is a solution and is the unique solution modulo addition
by
B M : Range B Ker A . 4Ž . Ž .nm
Ž .In the above calculation, we basically differentiated a convex quadratic
functional to get a local minimum which is a global minimum. We next do
   the same thing in the  context for 1 p .p
For B M letnm
    pF B  AB IŽ . pp
for 1 p .
It is elementary to see that F is convex on M for 1 p . Next.p nm
Ž   .M ,  is the direct sum Y  Y wherepnm 1 2
Y  B M : Range B Range A* , 4Ž . Ž .1 nm
Y  B M : Range B Ker A . 4Ž . Ž .2 nm
Ž .For B M we write in a unique way B B  B where B  Y .nm 1 2 i i
Ž . Ž .Then F B  F B since AB  0. On Y , F is convex and coercive;p p 1 2 1 p
therefore, it has a minimum. Thus, F has a minimum on M . We shallp nm
find the minima for F on M using calculus, as we did above for F .p nm 2
The derivative of F is calculated fromp
     2F BH  F B  F B , H  o H .² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .pp p p
 But Aiken et al. 1 showed
    p     p   p1     CH  C  p Re tr C V H  o H ,Ž . Ž .p p p
  Ž  where C V C is the polar decomposition of C. The paper 1 works in
an infinite dimensional context. This leads to an extension of the current
theorem to that context. We resist doing that, except to state that A must
be assumed to have the property that for some operator B, AB is of the
. Ž .form of identity plus a compact operator. Thus the derivative of F B isp
determined by
p p   F BH  A BH  I  AB I AHŽ . Ž . p pp
  p1      F B  p Re tr AB I V AH  o H ,Ž . Ž . Ž .pp
and at a minimum L for F ,p
  p1 Re AL I V A  0.Ž .
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i   p1 Our earlier argument involving e implies AL I V A 0. This
˜implies L A is a minimizer by our earlier argument. Indeed, Lx must be
˜ Ž .in AxKer A for each x.
 For p 2, AL I V AL I ; this reduces to

AL I A 0Ž .
or LAA A, which is equivalent to our earlier result AAL A.
       Since lim C  C for  1,, it follows from the inequalityp p 
˜       AA I  AB Ip p
˜    for all B and 1 p  that A is a minimizer for both the  and1
        Ž . norms. The class of minimizers for the  norm i.e., for F p p
is independent of p for 1 p ; we earlier explained this for p 2. In
principle, there can be more minimizers in the extreme cases p 1,.
With the aid of a good bit of technical machinery, we can extend a weak
version of Theorem 3.1 from the context of the Schattenvon Neumann
p-norms to the more general context of all unitarily invariant norms. Thus
the MoorePenrose generalized inverse is the best such when measured by
Žany unitarily invariant norm on matrices. Below we prove this using the
.machinery . The unsatisfactory aspect of this approach is that it does not
provide information about what happens when equality holds; our proof of
Theorem 3.1 did give this information.
   A norm  on the set M of all m n matrices is called unitarilymn
inariant iff
       UAV A
for all A M and all unitary operators U, V in M , M , respec-mn mm nn
q  .tively. A symmetric gauge function g is a map g :  0, satisfying, for
all x, y q and all c,
   g x , . . . , x  g x , . . . , x ,Ž . Ž .1 q 1 q
g x  0 iff x 0,Ž .
 g cx  c g x ,Ž . Ž .
g x y  g x  g y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
g Px  g xŽ . Ž .
for every permutation P.
It turns out that the unitarily invariant norms on M are preciselymn
those of the form
   A g s A , . . . , s A ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 q
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 Ž .4where s A are the singular values of A and g is any symmetric gaugej
q Ž .function on  where qmin m, n .
The Schattenvon Neumann p-norms correspond to
1pq
p g x  x , 1 p ,Ž . Ýp jž /
j1
   g x max x , . . . , x .Ž .  4 1 q
Other symmetric gauge functions include the Ky Fan norms, correspond-
ing to
k
 g x max x : 1 i  . . .  i q , 1 k q.Ž .˜ Ýk i 1 kj½ 5ž j1
           This gives the norm  resp.  when k q resp. k 1 , and it1 
Ž   .gives different norms for 2 k q 1. See 5, 7, 8 .
Now let A M have its singular decomposition denoted bymn
AW  A V ,Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž ..where W, V are unitary and  A  diag s A is what we previouslyj
 denoted by D. Then 7, Theorem 7.4.51 implies
    A   B  A B 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .
for every unitarily invariant norm and for all A, B M .mn
   Now let A M and B M and let  be any unitarilymn nm
Ž Ž Ž ...invariant norm. Let r be the rank of A  dim Range A . Then
   AB I 	  AB  I by 3.4Ž . Ž .
˜       	 I 
 0 AA I ; 3.5Ž .m r r
Ž . Ž .here I is the m r  m r identity matrix, 0 is the r r zerom r r
˜matrix, and A is the MoorePenrose inverse of A. This is valid because
Ž . AB  I has at least m r singular values 	 1 and by the Fan
  Ž .dominance theorem 7, Theorem 7.4.45 ; and the equality holds in 3.5 by
the properties of the MoorePenrose inverse. Thus we have established
THEOREM 3.2. For A M ,mn
˜       min AB I : B M  AA I 4nm
   for eery unitarily inariant norm  .
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4. REMARKS
 We continue to use the notation of Sections 2 and 3. Let AU A and
Ž .let P be the orthogonal projection onto Range A . Then
1p˜           min AB I  AA I  I P  mN ,Ž .p p p
B
since for the orthogonal projection Q I P, exactly mN singular
values are 1 and the rest are 0.
Remark 1. Let 	 0 and define the truncation A of A to be	
 A U A , where		
n
	 A    e 
 e ,Ý	 j j j
j1
where  	  	  as before, 
 is defined by1 2 	
 	  	  	 	  	  	  	 0,1 
 
 n	 	1
and
 , 1 i 
i 		 i ½ 0, 
  i n.	
 Thus 
 is the largest index of a singular value 	 	 , and in forming A 		
we simply replace all singular values less than 	 by zero. Then, by our
theorem,
˜ 2 ˜ ˜ 2 ˜ 2           A A  I  A A  AA  AA I2 2 2	 	 	 	
˜ ˜ ˜² :since A A  AA, AA I  02ž /	 	
 N 
  mN m 
Ž . Ž .	 	
˜ ˜  4since AA A A is the orthogonal projection onto the span e , . . . , e .	 	 
 N	1˜ŽHere A means first we truncate A to get A , then we compute the	 	
.MoorePenrose inverse of A . Similar arguments show	
 1p   min A B I  A A  I  m 
 , 1 p ,Ž .p Ž .	 	 	 	p
BMnm
where, for p , 01 p means 0 while  1 p means 1 for every  0.
Hence, the MoorePenrose inverse is the ‘‘best approximation’’ to the
inverse even if the truncated singular value decomposition of a matrix
is used.
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Remark 2. We have the following easy corollary.
COROLLARY 4.1. Let the hypothesis of the theorem hold. For 1 p ,
   eery local minimum of AB I is a global minimum.p
Proof. This follows from the strict convexity of
    pC C p
for 1 p .
   For some applications of  minimization problems to quantump
 chemistry, see Goldstein and Levy 5 and the references contained therein.
Remark 3. It is not necessarily ‘‘shocking’’ that the MoorePenrose
inverse, which according to our theorem is the ‘‘best one’’ by all the usual
criteria, is not always viewed as the most appropriate generalized inverse
to use for certain applications. We mention the example of the apportion-
Žment problem for the United States House of Representatives or ‘‘the
.  House’’ for short 2 . Let p , . . . , p be the populations of the s states,1 s
Ždetermined periodically by a census. Today, s 51 since the District of
.Columbia counts for representation in the House. Let h be the number of
representatives to be elected; presently h 435. An apportionment as-
signs to state i, a representatives where a is a positive integer andi i
Ýs a  h. An apportionment is a rule or a function A : s  s,i1 i
Ž . Ž .such that a A p, h or a  A p , . . . , p , h .i i 1 s
Let A be the class of all such apportionments. Let q be the ‘‘fair share’’i
of state i; thus
pi
q  h.i sž /Ý pj1 j
The fair share q is proportional to the population p , but it is not ani i
integer; a is. The Hamilton method of apportionment is a particulari
function H in the class A. One can show that, using obvious notation,
r rH p, h  q  A p, h  qŽ . Ž .l l
for all A in A and all r, 1 r . Thus, Alexander Hamilton’s method is
‘‘best’’ in many senses. But it is only one of four methods that have been
used. It was passed by Congress in 1790 but vetoed by President Washing-
 ton. It was used from 1850 to 1911, but not since then. See 2 for more
Ž .discussion on this fascinating problem in integer programming .
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